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Oxford, CT 06478 
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DiGiorgi Roofing & Siding  

PO Box 126 

33 Lancaster Drive 

Beacon Falls, CT 06403 

Friday, September 03, 2010 

Please accept this letter as our formal, unsolicited testimonial and thanks for your recent work 

completed at our home at 6 Anna Drive in Oxford. 

We hired DiGiorgi Roofing and Siding this past summer for both roof replacement and windows.  It was 

also determined later that replacement gutters were also needed, which DiGiorgi also provided. 

Very few companies can provide such an extensive service through one source.  The fact that we could 

purchase through one company, plus incentive discounts provided, plus overall reputation of DiGiorgi, 

made our choice easy.  We found our experience with DiGiorgi services to be outstanding and excellent.  

All three projects were managed in a timely and professional manner—with everything completed and 

delivered as promised, with no surprises—all within time and budget –all completed rapidly once 

started. 

Your workers were friendly, polite, and worked quietly.  The job site was kept orderly and found to be 

perfectly cleaned upon completion.  Your company also provided some special, extra touches for us 

such as an air conditioner shelf, replacement slider door installation, and replacement screen.  You also 

handled a gutter shield system not originally installed or provided by you, but took care of it perfectly 

nonetheless—removal then subsequent reinstallation after the new gutters were put up. 

Please convey our thanks and appreciation to your roofing, window replacement, and gutter 

replacement teams:  Dave DiGiorgi, Mike Zito, Alex Shahen, Nick—and to our account representative 

Ron Churko—and to any other DiGiorgi employees who assisted that we did not mention, including 

back-office administration and support. 

We heartily recommend DiGiorgi for anyone who needs a trustworthy and quality contractor for roofs, 

gutters, and windows. 

Sincerely, 

Mark & Anita Weaver 
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